Abstract. While direct theorems for interpolation with radial basis functions are intensively investigated, little is known about inverse theorems so far. This paper deals with both inverse and saturation theorems. As an inverse theorem we especially show that a function that can be approximated su ciently fast must belong to the native space of the basis function in use. In case of thin plate spline interpolation we also give certain saturation theorems.
Introduction
Direct and inverse theorems play an important role in classical approximation theory. Examples can be found in 2, 8] . The main idea can be described as follows. Suppose the elements of a linear space (V; k k) should be approximated by elements of nite dimension subspaces V h V , where h serves as a discretisation index. Denote the approximation process by S h : V ! V h . Then the direct theorems conclude error estimates from additional information on the elements to be approximated: If f is an element of a subspace G V then the error can be bounded by kf ? S h fk c f h : ( 
1.1)
On the other hand the inverse theorems try to conclude information on f from the way f can be approximated: If f 2 V satis es (1.1) then f must belong to a certain subspace G V . The situation is optimal if the subspaces and the approximation orders coincide in both the direct and the inverse theorems.
Finally, saturation theorems give upper bounds on the possible approximation order: If f 2 G can be approximated by kf ? S h fk c f h ;
where is a certain number larger than , then f must belong to a trivial subspace N V .
It is the aim of this paper to give both inverse and saturation theorems in the context of radial basis function interpolation. In case of direct and inverse theorems we shall take the native space G ; , which we introduce in the third section, as the space G of smoother functions. We will look for the approximation order we can achieve from this fact and for the order we need, to show that a function belongs to the native space.
In case of saturation theorems we restrict ourselves to thin plate spline interpolation and show that functions that can be approximated with a high order are necessarily polyharmonic functions.
Radial basis function approximation
The theory of interpolation by radial basis functions has become popular in the last years to reconstruct multivariate functions from scattered data. The starting point of the reconstruction process is the choice of a conditionally positive We summarize some standard statements on the interpolation process in Lemma2.2. The interpolating function s f;X is well de ned and unique, if X contains a P d m -unisolvent subset. In this case the operator that maps f to s f;X is linear and reproduces polynomials up to degree m. for k!k ! 1. The upper bound is important for the direct theorems, while the lower bound is necessary for the inverse theorems. This decay condition is, for instance, covered by the thin plate splines and the compactly supported radial basis functions of minimal degree (cf. 13]). But we shall state the inverse theorems also in case of exponentially decaying Fourier transforms which covers Gaussian and (inverse) multiquadrics.
Direct theorems
There are several papers dealing with direct theorems, but only few have tried to establish inverse theorems. We will brie y repeat direct theorems as far as we need them for our further analysis.
To state error estimates two preparing steps have to be done. On the one hand the function space has to be introduced for which the error bounds shall apply. On the other hand a measure of the data density has to be given. We start with the function space by introducing the native space. The proof is straightforward and will be omitted. The rst step in bounding the interpolation error is to de ne the power function as the norm of the pointwise error functional P X; (x) = sup 
Inverse theorems concerning
Principally, there are two possibilities to state inverse theorems for interpolation by radial basis functions. The rst one is based only on the basis function and draws conclusions on the basis function from the fact that the power function can be bounded like (3.6 ). This will be done in this section. The second is to draw conclusions on f from estimates like (3.7) which will be subject of the sixth section. for all sets X with su ciently small h X , then s 1 must be satis ed.
Proof. Choosing a sequence of such X with h X ! 0, this leads to s 1 . we choose s f;X to be the interpolant on X to f satisfying the interpolation conditions (2.3) and (2.4). Then s f;X belongs to G ; and we have ;X (f ? s f;X ) = 0:
Thus we can estimate j ;X (f)j j ;X (f ? s f;X )j + j ;X (s f;X )j k ;X k ks f;X k c f k ;X k
As this holds for all ;X we have f 2 G ; .
Inverse theorems concerning f
Now we draw conclusions about a function from L 1 -convergence orders of its interpolants.
To be more precise, we show that a function f 2 C( ) which can be approximated su cently fast by radial basis function interpolants in the L 1 -norm must belong to the native space of the basis function. .11) which shows that the sequence ks f;X k k is also increasing and therefore convergent. Furthermore, (6.11) implies that s f;Xn is a Cauchy sequence in G ; with a limits, which is uniquely determined up to a polynomial of degree less than m. { The function f is supposed to be smoother than f 2 G ; . This is a natural assumption.
{ The domain has to be a cube and the centers have to form a grid. This is a consequence of the proof given in 1]. A generalization to arbitrary centers would be useful.
{ The estimates are restricted to compact subsets of the interior of the cube.
This means that boundary e ects are neglected.
Nonetheless, the result gives a hint on the possible local convergence order and we shall show that this order is also the saturation order. But before we can do that, we need two auxiliary results: On account of the assumptions this leads to Note that our proof also applies to the situation of classical splines. As in the latter case, functions in the saturation class are already determined by their values on the boundary of the domain: Corollary 7.5. Suppose in addition to the assumptions of the last theorem that has a C`boundary @ . Then f is already determined by the values of @ j f=@ j , 0 j `?1, on the boundary @ . Here denotes the outer unit normal vector.
This sheds some light on the in uence of boundary conditions on the possibilities to improve the approximation order`? d=2 of (7.16) towards 2`.
Finally, we want to draw the reader's attention to the d=2-gap arising not only in the discussion around (6.12), but also in (7.17) when compared to (7.18). If (7.16) could be improved by h d=2 , then (7.17) would by 10] improve to h 2`a nd coincide with (7.18). We consider closing the d=2-gap to be a challenging research task.
